Small Jazz Ensembles
Students of Andy Jaffe, Avery Sharpe and John Wheeler

Avery Sharpe Ensemble
Tune Up by Miles Davis
On the Sentimental Side by James V. Monaco and Johnny Burke
Four on Six by John L. “Wes” Montgomery

The SRH Quintet
Mercy, Mercy, Mercy by Josef Zawinul
Feel Like Makin’ Love by Eugene McDaniels
The Jody Grind by Horace Silver

The Billsville Love Galaxy Collective
My Blues by Slide Hampton, transcribed A. Jaffe
Manhattan Projections by Andy Jaffe
Nemesis by Aaron Parks

The Billsville Love Galaxy Collective
students of Andy Jaffe
Brad Polsky ’12: alto sax and clarinet
Christopher Picardo ’13: tenor and soprano sax
Jonathan Dely ’15: trumpet
Matthew Staiger ’12: bass
Charlie Sellars ’13: drums
Daniel Schwartz ’13: guitar
Taylor Halperin ’14: piano

Jazz Program Teaching Assistant: Brad Polsky ’12

The SRH Quintet, John Wheeler, director
Ethan Gracer ’14: tenor saxophone
Jackson Scher ’14: alto saxophone
Andrew Beaudoin ’15: guitar
Kevin Lawkins ’13: bass
Eugene Murphy ’13: drums

Avery Sharpe Ensemble
Brice C. Green ’15: alto sax
Kevin C. Lawkins ’13: acoustic bass
Eugene A. Murphy ’13: drums
Philip A. Parnell ’13: drums/marimba
Eric Y. Liao ’14: piano
Apoorva Lal ’15: guitar
Lily S. An ’15: vocals

Thursday, December 8, 2011
7:00 p.m.
Brooks-Rogers Recital Hall
Williamstown, Massachusetts
Please turn off or mute cell phones.
No photography or recording is permitted.